
 ٹیسٹ سے پہلے کم از کم تین بار درود شریف پڑھ لیں۔ 

 

1. Color  TV (while operating) emits. 

a Alpha rays  b Beta rays  c Gama rays  d x-rays  

2. In a fast nuclear U-238 absorbs a fast neutron and its ultimately transformed into ---by emitting beta particles  

a U-238 b PU-239 c Pb-208 d Th-232 

3. After two halve lives the number of  decayed nuclear of an element are 

a N b N/2 c N/4 d 3N/4 

4. Binding energy can be found by relation. 

a E=Δm/c2 b E=Δmc2 c E=1/2Δmc2 d E=mgh 

5. Which following is similar to electron  

a Alpha particle  b Beta particle  c Neutron  d Photon  

6. The rate of decay of radioactive substance. 

a Remains constant with 

time 

b Increase with time  c Decrease with time  d May increase or 

decrease with time 

7. Which following isotopes of  naturalurinum undergoes a fission  reaction with slow neutron . 

a U-234 b U-235 c U-238 d None of these  

8. The amount of energy equailent 1 amulis . 

a 9.315Mev b 93.45Mev c 931.5Mev d 1.025Mev 

9. Thyroid cancer is caused by. 

a C-14 b Na-24 c I-131 d Co-60 

10. Radiation emited by a radioactive element are . 

a Visible  b Visible by pyrex glass c Invisible  d None of these  

Q # 2 Short Questions  10 x 2 = 20 

1. How can radioactive help in the treatment of cancer? 

2. Which radiation does would  deposit more energy to your body?(a) 10 mGy to your 

hand or (b) 1mGy does to your entire body? 

3. If you swallowed on a source and a B source which would be the more dangerous  to 

you explain?why? 

4. What do we mean by the term critical mass? 

5. Why must a Giger Muller tube for detecting a particle have a very their end windows. 

6. A practical which produces more 10 nization is less penetration. why?  

7. Describe a brief account of interation of various type of radiation with matter. 

8. If a nuleac has a help life of one year does this mean that it will be completely deceyed 

after 2 year?explain? 

9. What is fusion reaction? 

10. Define term mass defect and benefiting energy? 

Q # 3  
Long Questions  

 
2 X 5 = 10 

1. What is meant by half lifeof a radioactive elements? 

2. Find the mass defect andthe  bending energy for tritium if the alounce  mass of tritium 

is 3.01604? 
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